Abstract -The structural utility of three mechanisms of nuclear spin relaxation are considered. Examples illustrating the applicability of nuclear-nuclear dipolar relaxation in determining molecular microdynamics and solution geometry are presented. The use of Spin-rotation relaxation to determine barriers to CH 3 groups rotations and an example of quadrupole relaxation of deuteriums to probe molecular motion are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Structural applications of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy have usually only involved chemical shift (o) and coupling constant (J) considerations. The reasons for this are manifold, the main ones include: (a) most commercial instruments have been CW-based and the measurement of any other magnetic resonance parameter besides o or J is difficult, and (b) the technology for the measurement of the spin-lattice (Tl) relaxation time of a single resonance line in a multi-line spectrum has only been available since the development of FT based spectrometers. The major break-throughs here being the cheap cost of on line mini-computers, but more importantly, the development of the FFT algorithm. There are exceptions to the above generalizations, the major one being structural investigations using the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE).
In this lecture I plan to review briefly and descriptively the theoretical basis of nuclear spin relaxation and discuss the applications of three spin relaxation mechanisms in structural chemistry. It is not my intention to present an exhaustive review.
Whereas chemical shifts and coupling constants can be related to the electronic environment of the nucleus and the conformation of the molecule, the nuclear relaxation times, becau'e of their very nature, are related to the time-dependent processes acting on the molecule • Just as the Observation of the nmr spectrum requires the application of a time-dependent magnetic field to cause nuclear transitions, nuclear spin relaxation arises because of time-dependent magnetic fields arising from the lattice. Without spin relaxation, the Observation of the nmr spectrum would be impossible.
We will consider the structural utility of three mechanisms of spin relaxation. In all cases T1 can be related to the square of the strength of the coupling between the spin system and lattice and the characteristic time constant (<) of the time-dependency of the coupling, that is Ti 1 = f2 < (1) where f2 is the average of the square of the interaction energy 1 • From a structural standpoint, the dipole-dipole interaction is the most useful as it can be related to the distance of separation of the interacting nuclei and may yield information on the solution geometry. In a dilute solution of a rigid molecule, the time-dependence arises from the rotational reorientation of the molecule. In the molecular reference frame the dipole-dipole coupling is time invariant but in the laboratory axis, the axis system in which the nmr measurement is made, the coupling is time-dependent. The relaxation rate of nucleus r from dipolar coupling to nucleus S is given simply, in most cases. by the expressionl
where ~. YS• and YI are constants, Tc is the correlation time for rotational reorientation of the molecule, and rls the internuclear separation. If I and S are the same nuclear species (e.g. both protons) (2} becomes (3) and if more than one proton is involved in causing the relaxation of HI (3) becomes (4) The relaxation rate o.f a protonated 13 C nucleus by the attached protons is given by2
1' 12YcYH Ti 1 = N y:r-Tc = NKTc (5) CH rcH is a well-known constant, l.09Ä, N is the number of attached protons, and K a constant, 3.56 x 10 10 s-2 • We will see later that equation (5) can be employed in two different ways as a structural probe. Firstly, if N is known (from say a single-frequency decoupled 13 C spectrum) measurement of T1 yields a direct measurement of Tc and hence the molecular microdynamics can be probed. Also this technique allows an experimental determination of Tc which may be used in other relaxation studies. Secondly, if Tc is constant (as in a rigid mol ecul e), a T ). measurement may be used to determine the number of attached protons. Thi s is a very useful technique for the many cases where proton single-frequency off-resonance decoupling does not yield a clear-cut answer.
The secend mechanism we will consider is quadrupolar relaxation. If the nucleus has a spin quantum number I > 1/2 and the electric field gradient is non-zero at the nucleus, the nuclear spin couples with the quadrupole and the interaction is time modulated by the molecular reorientation causing spin relaxation. Fora spin 1 nucleus (e.g. 1~N or 2 H) T1 is given, under certain conditions, byl
c (6) (e 2 qQ/2h) is the quadrupole coupling constant and may be either measured from the solid state nmr spectrum or, in some cases, by nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy. The main structural utility of this mechanism is probably in applications of 2 H nmr because in this case the quadrupole coupling constant (180-200 kHz) is independent of the electronic environment of the deuterium. This method also allows the molecular microdynamics to be probed. Of course, if Tc is known (from say a 13 C T1 measurement), measurement of T1 of a quadrupolar nucleus allows the quadrupole coupling constant tobe measured in solution and hence the electronic structure can be probed. There have been few reports so far using the latter idea.
The last mechanism I wish to discuss is spin rotation relaxation. The nuclear spin couples to the rotational angular momentum of the molecule and as the molecule rotates (or if there is internal motion) the coupling is time modulated causing nuclear relaxation. The main structural applications employing the spin rotation interaction have been in measuring very low energy barriers to CH 3 group rotations3.
Measurement of Relaxation Times
In discussing spin relaxation time measurements it is more convenient to consider the response of the bulk magnetization M induced in the sample by the applied static field to applied radio-frequency pulses of a given duration. Initially, M is aligned with the field in the z'-direction; we speak of 90° pulses which tip M into the x'-y' plane and 180° pulses which rotate M to the -z' direction.
-
The most commonly employed procedure for measuring T1 values is the 180°-T-90° (inversionrecovery) pulse sequence, (Figure 1 In practice, equation (7) is rearranged into the form (8) where A 1 is the initial amplitude of the free induction decay (FID) following the 90° pulse and A 1s the limiting value of A, for a very lon9 interval between the 180° and 90° pulses. T1 is~determined from the slope of the plot of ln(A~-A,) versus T for a series of spectra recorded at different T settings. The behaviour of each line in a spectrum can be monitared if the Fourier transformation is taken following the 90° pulse. If two nuclei have different T1 values, the intensity of their resonances will have a different dependence on '· A resonance line will appear inverted, nulled, or positive (with respect to the normal spectrum) depending on whether T is smaller, equal to, or larger than T1ln2, respectively. Figure 2 shows a set of relaxation spectra obtained 'for the olefinic carbon of Pd(AAh (AA = acetylacetonate) for different T values. Note the inversion of the signal (relative to normal spectrum) for T < T1ln2, the null at T 0.7s, and for larger T values, a positive signal. A data plot is also shown4.
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: Figure 2 -A series of relaxation spectra for the CH ring carbon resonance from a solution of Pd(AAh in CDC1 3• 150 pulses were colTected using a recycle time of 7.5s.
•(s), the time between 180° and 90° pulses, is shownon the diagram. 8K data points were used. A data plot is shown.
Reprinted with permission from Chem.Phys.Letts. 40, 142 (1976).
~ication of 13 C-1 H dipole-dipole relaxation to study molecular microdynamics
One of the first applications· of Fourier transform relaxation time measurements involved using 13 C relaxation times of protonated carbons to probe the microdynamics at local sites in a complex molecule2,5. The power of this technique for this type of study can be appreci!lted by inspecting the data in Figure 3 which show a set of relaxation spectra for 1-octanol. Consider the peaks at either end of the spectrum. The most downfield resonance arises from the hydroxylated carbon and the most upfield from the terminal methyl carbon. They show a markedly different dependence on '• the time between the 180° and 90° pulses. The CH 3 carbon resonance is still inverted when the CH 20H carbon resonance has returned to the same phase as the equilibrium spectrum demonstrating that the CHs carbon has a much langer T1 than the CH20H carbon. The opposite conclusion would have been reached if the relative T1's had been based solely on considerations of numbers of attached protons. This can be readily understood by writing the effective correlation time 'eff affecting T1 as
where •c is the correlation time for the overall rotational motion and 'G the effective correlation time for internal motion of the groups. When •G<•c• •G dominates 'eff· Thus if 'G is different for two carbons and both •G's are such that 'G<'c• the carbon with the fastest motion will have the langest T1.
1-0ctanol
FiTure 3 -A set of relaxation spectra for 13 C resonances in 1-octanol. The T va ues are in seconds.
This is apparently what is happening in the case of 1-octanol; the hydroxylated end will be moving more slowly because of hydrogen bonding whereas the CHs group end will be free to "wiggle". There should therefore be a gradual increase in T1 moving from the hydroxylated end to the CH 3 group end. Results for l-decanol5 demonstrating that this is so are shown in Figure 4 . Segmentalmotion and relaxationtime measurement~ in general,are very useful as an aid for assigning the 13 C spectrum of a complex molecule. The principles involved are readily illustrated by data for chloesteryl chloride (Figure 4 ). Note the following6:
(1) Because the backbone is rigid, protonated carbons on the backbone have T1 a N-1 . For example, the T1 of the CH2 carbons C-1, C-2, ••• , C-15, C-16 arehalf the T1 of the CH carbons C~3, C-9, C-13.
(2) Non-protonated carbons have ·the longest T1's, e.g. 3.4s for C-13, twice as long as for any other carbon in the molecule.
(3) The methyl groups, C-18 and C-19, have T1's lengthened by fast rotation of the CH3 group. In fact, it may be shown theoretically that the T1 of CH 3 carbons should be three times that of the CH backbone carbons. Within experimental error it is.
(4) The T1's of carbons on the hydrocarbon side-chain attached at C-17 clearly show the effects of segmental motion of the chain, the T1 of C-25, a mono-protonated carbon, is more than three times that of the T1 of a corresponding carbon on the backbone. The T1's of C-27 and C-26 also clearly show the effects of segmental motion.
The utility of T1's as an assignment aid are readily demonstrated in assigning the 13 C spectrum of even the simplest carbon compound. Consider indene. It is not apparent from chemical shift considerations what the correct assignments are for the 6 C-H carbons. In fact, the assig9ments reported in the literature based solely on these considerations appear tobe incorrect • The 13 C-1 H coupled spectrum is of some use but does not provide the full answer.
If we draw and number the molecule as shown below
0.
1 then it can be readily appreciated that motion about the Ci rotation axis should (a) affect the relaxation rate of the a-carbons the most, (b} slightly lengthen the T1 of the ß-carbons, and (c) have no affect on the T1 of Cy because for this carbon rotation about this axis does not change the orientation of the C-H vector. Thus, if relaxation spectra are recorded for this compound, the C-H resonances should be blocked into one group of three, a group of two, and one much longer than the rest. This behaviour is evident in the spectra shown in Figure 5 . Probably the most dramatic illustration of the use of the effects of segmental motion as an assignment aid6 is its use in assigning the 13 C spectrum of the tetrasaccharide stachyose ( Figure 6 ). Although it is quite a simple matter to divide the resonances into those arising from the fructofuranose, glucopyranose, and galactopyranose rings, it is not possible to differentiate between the resonances of the two galactopyranose rings using conventional procedures. However, from a consideration ~f the structure (Figure 6 ), it can be seen that one galactopyranose ring is terminal and is attached to the rest of the molecule by means of a -O-CH2-linkage. Thus, it may have faster internal reorientation and measurably longer 13 C T1 values than the other rings. Examination of a relaxation spectrum (Figure 7 ) of stachyose with T 0.34s reveals that the already identified galactose resonances can indeed be divided into two sets on the basis of appreciably different T1 values .
• When T is 0.34s, one set of resonances is nulled (T 1 ~ 0.5s), while the other set is positive (T 1 < 0.5s).
The nulled resonances can thus be assigned to the terminal galactose ring. It should be noted that it is not necessary to determine the actual T1 's of the carbons in order to make assignments. Comparison of intensities within a single relaxation spectrum is often sufficient.
goloctose goloctose There have been many papers pub.lished recently on 13 C relaxation studies of large molecular weight "biologically relevant" molecules. Except for a few notable exceptions, these studies have been concerned with measuring the Tt of all the resolved resonances and analysing descr.iptively which groups are moving fast or slow, or whether there is indeed any segmental motion at all. It is probably fair to say at this stage of the development of the technique, that very little biochemically important information has been uncovered although the potential is clearly evident. One of the first applications of the method was to the work-horse of biochemical nmr studies, ribonuclease A8. A set of relaxation spectra for this protein are shown in Figure 8 . It is readily apparent that there are differences in the Tt of the carbons; the carbonyls have, as expected, the longest Tt while the protonated rigid a-and ß-carbons have the shortest. The very sharp peak at 153.7 ppm upfield from CS 2 arises from the e-carbon of the ten lysine residues. They have a very long T1 independent of whether the protein is native or denatured clearly demonstrating the importance of segmental motion. As expected, the spectrum becomes much sharper when the protein is denatured ( Figure 9 ) and there is a marked increase in the relaxation times (Table 1) . It is clear from the above discussion that spectra of native proteins are quite broad and even the large chemical shift range expected for 13 C nuclei at high (super-conijucting) field strengths will not enable many protonated carbons to appear as well-resolved resonances. However, as Allerhand has pointed out9, because of the r-6 dependence of Ti 1 ; in native proteins non-protonated carbon resonances will still be very sharp (width 1 Hz) and because instrument techniques are available to remove all resonances except those from nonprotonated carbons (Figure ,10) , it is possible to use these types of carbons as a probe for studying the solution properties of proteins. Fdr such studies to be undertaken the resonance lines have to be assigned to specific carbons of a specific residue of the protein.
Information available from relaxation studies is invaluable for this task. Consider the non-protonated carbons of three common amino-acid residues of proteins ( Figure 11 ). In H20 as solvent, C 02 of TRP has one proton, C 82 of TRP two protons, C 8 of TYR and Cy of TRP three protons, Cy of TYR and Cy of HIS four protons attached to the adjacent atom(s) while in 020 as solvent, C~ of TYR, Cy of HIS, and C 82 of TRP have this number reduced by one. Thus, there should be var1ations in the T1 's because of variations in the number of adjacent protons and also on changing the solvent from H20 to 020. Relaxation spectra9 of horse heart cyanoferricytochrome C (Figure 12 ) clearly show this to be the case and allow the assignments of TRP-59C~2 and TRP-59C 02 to be made. Assignment of the resonances of these carbons would be "imposs1ble" to do by conventional techniques. Although the theory of electron-nuclear dipole-dipole relaxation is more complicated than the corresponding nuclear-nuclear relaxation, the technique of adding paramagnetic line broadening agents has proven quite successful in structural chemistrylO. A complete review is outside the scope of this lecture and there is, as well, insufficient time to consider this aspect of spin r,elaxation in any detail. Nevertheless, it is useful to consider a few examples to illustrate the technique. The contribution to T1 of nucleus N from dipolar coupling to S unpaired electrons located on a metal ion is, under suitable conditions, given by y2y2l'I2S(S + 1) where Ts is an effective correlation time and rMN the separation between the metal ion and the nucleus. Concanavalin A (Con A) binds Zn 2 +, Co 2 + and Mn 2 + at one site 51 and Ca 2 + ions at another site 52 • When metal ions are bound to the protein, the protein binds saccharides. However, there is qu~te a marked difference in the binding constants of a and ß anomers with the a form bound much more tightly. 13 C T1 measurements by Brewer and co-workersll of a-and ß-methyl 0-glucopyranoside bound to the Mnz+ derivative of Con A demonstrate that the a and ß anomers have quite different binding orientations. Figure 13 shows the binding orientations and the quite fine detail that can be deduced using paramagnetic probes. Another result4 worth discussing as it may lay the groundwork for a method of probing the solution geometry of discrete paramagnetic molecules also involves application of equation (10) . Previous attempts to use this equation in solvinq structural problems have been hampered because Ts was unknown. Fora di·screte molecule a simple solution to this problern is provided by measuring the 13 C T1 of a suitable protonated carbon in the diamagnetic analogue as now Ts = Tc· As an example, consider methyl proton relaxation in the series of metal acetylacetonates M(AA)n, M = Cu(S = 1/2), Cr(S = 3/2), Fe(S= 5/2) and VO(S = l/2). Tc can be measured from the T1 of the C-H carbon of the Pd derivative.
Here T1 = l.ls, yielding Tc= 4.6 x 10-11 s. Using this value of Tc and the X-ray determined distance of 4.8 Ä for ~-Hof the CH 3 protons yield the theoretical T1 values given in Table 2 . There is excellent agreement with the experimental values suggesting the method may be useful for probing the solution geometry of paramagnetic molecules, in general.
TABLE 2 Calculated and Experimental T, 's of the CH 3 Protons in Some M(AA)n Complexes. tc has been taken~as that in the corresponding diamagnetic compound. n = 2, Tc= 4.6 x 10-11 s~ n = 3, Tc= 5. The potential use of proton T, studies in structural chemistry has by no means been realized although the power of the method is clearly evident. I will speak about three such applications.
Hall and Preston in 1972 clearly illustrated the utility of 1 H T1 studies when they showed that the T1 of the anomeric proton of pyranose carbohydrates depends on the configurationl2. The T1 is always longer when the proton is axial (Table 3) . They ascribed this differential behayiour to different degrees of dipole-dipole relaxation that H,a and H,e have with Haa and Hsa· Sykes quantified the technique by using 1 H T1 's to probe the solution geometry of cis and trans-crotonaldehydel3. His technique is based on applying equation (4) to determine the internuclear proton-proton distances. This approach requires two additional pieces of information. Firstly TISj needs to be known. This is available by measuring, as outlined above, the 13 C T1 of a protonated carbon. To complete the analysis the percentage contribution of each proton to the relaxation time of the proton under study is required. This is available by measuring the HJ-HSj nuclear Overhauser enhancements (NOE). A summary of NOE measurements on cis and trans-crotonaldehyde is given in Table 4 while a summary of the solution geometry as determined by 1 H T1 studies for the trans isomer is given in Table 5 . Here, a comparison is made with existing microwave data:--:ft is apparent that some distances are determined accurately while for others the error is large. However, the technique does provide a way of obtaining structural information not accessible by other means. Sykes' application of proton T1's to detennine the solution geometry of c.rotonaldehyde required NOE measurements to detennine the relative amounts of Hx-Hsj proton-proton relaxation. Ellis has also used proton relaxation studies to probe the solution structure .of NAo+ and NMN+ but determined the relative amounts of Hx-Hsj proton relaxation by deuterium substitutionl4. Although this approach is theoretically more attractive. it may, ·in general, be chemically unreal istic for many applications. The change in the T1 of H 1 from deuterium substitution for Hsj is given by
Ll Tt = Z Y!in <riS/ Tc -3 YoYH" <riD/ Tc ~ ~YH112 <risj> Tc ( 11) Thus, <risj>' the average value of the I-Sj internuclear distance, can be readily determined. Ellis was interested in deducing whether the correct confonnation of NAD+ and NMN+ was SYN or ANTI or whether the molecule was interconvering between the two forms. Evidence suggesting that it is a two state process is given in Table 6 . It is clear that substituting either H2 or H6 with a deuterium has about the same effect on the T1 of H1 thus the SYN or ANTI fonn are equally probable. Structural Applications of Other Relaxation Mechanisms I wish to conclude this lecture by considering briefly one structural application of the quadrupolar and spin rotation relaxation mechanisms introd.uced above.
A very interesting application of spin rotation relaxation was provided by Ellis3. He and Zens showed that for CH3-X compounds the spin rotational (SR) contribution to T1 of CH3 carbons can be approximated by · ( 12) where k1 and k2 are constants and v 0 is the barrier height for rotation of the CH3 group about the axis of the CH 3-X bond. V 0 is 1n the most cases not accessible by conventional techniques. By separating the SR contribut1on to the observed T1 by using the 13 C-1 H NOE as a measure of any dipole-dipole contribution, Ellis and Zens obtained the barrier heights listed in Table 7 . Lastly, it is clear from the above discussion that Tc is a vital parameter in any quantitative study using T1 values. As noted above the 13 C T1 may be used to provide an experimental measurement of Tc· 2 H T1 may also be employed for this purpese because (e 2 Qq) is approximately .
-znconstant for 2 H and Tc may be computed using equation (6) . As well, 2 H T1 are affected by molecular structure and segmental motion. Data demonstrating the utility of such studies is summarized in Table 815 . I hope the above surrrnary has high-lighted the potential that nuelear relaxation time measurements have in struetural ehemistry. I also hope I have managed to keep the diseussion suffieiently simple and deseriptive to tempt the praetieing organie ehernist and bioehernist to use relaxation time measurements in solving struetural problems.
